In short.

"Nationalism" as is understood for around a century now, roughly belongs to the lazy baby boomers of the older generations. Who had it all for free but still they wanted to maintain a false aura of antagonism and enmity against their own race and people, and rejected them over border or financial policies, while they were In fact, the same beings in blood and spirit.

To increase "Competitiveness". Many also pretended to be "Racist" but they were the first generation to actually have the looting, robbing, and shattering open of their countries happen so easily. It’s the first time in human history that Europe is being invaded and nobody has raised a war, an axe, or hammer immediately. At least these people understood that our lands do MATTER. They weren't just Nationalist.

They were much more. They understood blood and soil, not only socio-economic and pseudocultural norms and numbers. We could call them proto-National Socialists in many ways.

In many cases, they unconsciously assisted the destroyers. They were going to church and the only thing they looked forward, was that Rabbi Yashua (jesus christ) would save their borders. And some jewish politicians were fine because why not. All their problems weren't fought by them, but the system. Nationalism became increasingly nonsense, as Globalism marched forward unimpeded. The Nationalists also ate from the honey cyanide of "Christianity", which guaranteed the jews maintained power, position, and also existence within their countries.

There is no real "RACIAL" element in Nationalism. Just some random bullshit about jewish generated, imaginary, and fairly recent culture. The jews can easily control this by controlling information, public and press. And therefore, Nationalism became Christianity and Materialism 2.0. Without any serious physical background. This we can also call "Conservatism", which was the part of the two sided jewish game of "Conservatism" and "Progression", both of which were owned by jews and have an equal power in working as a dual force in ruining the whole "West".

Many people who either shill or lack knowledge, say that Christianity made the West, we live in Western civilization and should be thankful. One needs to look at the Ancient White people such as in Greece and elsewhere. To realize the real light of civilization again such as philosophy, mathematics, science, architecture and everything else came from these regions. Pagans.

The church destroyed this, plunged us into ten centuries of the darkest of ages the likes of
which never found us ever before, and then with its power that has regressed, we rose again. Napoleon Bonaparte was the herald of this change, that of Classical Enlightenment. Which was exactly the opposite of Christianity. And annihilated all its values.

Christianity moved from being a ruling political power, and was reduced to 'religion'. It always tried to re-grasp power, and given the control of information, occasionally parade as even the "CATALYST" or the "CAUSE" of such evolution. All of which we can easily debunk by looking at their own beliefs. And above all - ACTIONS AGAINST WHITE PEOPLE.

"Nationalists" of the baby boomer, Sunday school, brainwashing generation do not know, or deny these facts. In short, they had no real deep ethics. And were really malleable. Only the spiritually young (has nothing to do with physical age) and fertile White Souls will understand what these things mean, and will be able to transcend past their 'time spectrum' and consciousness as it was malformed by the church. These people are the wise of their generation. However, most of these "Nationalists" basically are nothing compared to this.

We "excuse" them for this, and we understand it, but we can never hope to fall in the same rut hole. Why do we excuse them? Because unlike them, we see the jewish parasite and the work it has done on their minds, life, and historical conception. We also know the deeper occult mechanics that have been used against them.

However if there is an attempt on attacking us, subverting the greater needs that have arose now. And trying to impose rabbis and imaginary hatreds within our struggle.

That all they were busy about is having an easy life, being hippies, loving the progressive neojudaism left, and at the same time maintaining some false positive "Nationalism" to not feel guilty about the fact they no longer had values of worth like their Ancestors. This later become Nationalistic "Liberalism" and other hybrids, that eventually resulted to what we have today.

I.E., extinction.

The Nationalists of WW1 and prior were closer to National Socialism, that actual "Nationalism". The wise and those who are really interested in our existence have to understands this, same as have to do all other Gentile people who find themselves in other Gentile Races plagued by jewish psy-op programs, religiously or culturally.

Remember: White people have been backstabbed betrayed by jewish controlled (((Nationalism))) since forever. The fruit of this betrayal we will readily see again in our times.

The left, the right, the center, and all the sides of the same coin, have always resulted in the furthering of the same agenda.

National Socialism NEVER betrayed White people, or any other people. Never has done, NEVER will.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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